
Harlow Green Primary School 

National Curriculum Medium Term Planning 

Year Group: 4 
Topic Title/Theme:  Climbing High 
(possibilities) 

Term: Spring 

Entry Point: Reading ‘When the mountains 
roared’ in English. 
 

Exit Point: Information text about how 
mountains are formed 
 

Visits/Visitors or Special Arrangements: 
Hindu Temple 

Topic Overview:  
Within the subjects, there will be a theme of physically and personally reaching heights.  In 
geography, children will learn about the formation of mountains and volcanoes and where these 
mountain ranges are around the world.  They will also look at the different habitats animals live 
in including within mountainous areas.  They will also look at the hierarchical feeding structure 
and how this will affect their food chain, as well as human teeth and why these differ to the 
teeth of different animals. They will learn about the importance of a smile for confidence and 
the subsequent need for high levels of tooth care in humans. The children will design and make 
representations of animals or human puppets in DT.  Through RE and PSE, children also explore 
their own aspirations and aspirations of others and how these are affected by social context.  

Outdoor Learning: 
•  

Subjects taught on a weekly basis: 
• Physical Education  

• Music 

• MFL 

• Computing 

 
Curriculum Drivers 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
compassionate, well-rounded,  adaptable, 
Numerate, literate, moral, learns from 
mistakes, patient, realistic confident, 
independent,  knowledgeable, 

open-minded, ambitious, able to 
communicate, inquisitive, curious, brave, 
inspirational, willing to have a go, 
imaginative, 

Healthy, resilient, creative, comfortable 
Reflective, accepting, thriving, positive, self-
belief, safe, happy, 

Collaborative, considerate, responsible, 
polite, follows rules, respectful, 
understanding, caring, kind, trustworthy, 
sociable, 

Children should develop socially, morally, 
spiritually and physically in positive ways.  
There should be a developing acceptance of 
how there are many ways to live and how the 
differences make us unique and important.  
Children should have thirst for knowledge 
which allows them to increase their 
understanding of the world in which they live 
and be able to adapt to ever-changing 
contexts. 

Children should be given opportunities which 
broaden their horizons and to see that there 
are ever-increasing possibilities for them on a 
daily basis but as they mature and become 
adults. 
 

All children should be healthy in mind and 
body in order to live happy successful lives as 
children and as they move into adulthood.  
They should also have the understanding and 
skills to keep themselves and others safe from 
harm in the real world and online. 
 

Children should develop an  understanding of 
the importance of community and what it 
means to be a positive member of a 
community on a local scale (in their class, 
school, local area) and on a more global scale, 
including what it means to use the internet 
safely and how their actions can have a lasting 
impact for others.  They should also learn 
about different religious communities. 

 

Wk1 Wk2 Wk3 Wk4 Wk5 Wk6 Wk7 Wk8 Wk9 Wk10 Wk11 Wk12 

Science DT DT Geography Geography RE Science Art Art Geography Geography PSE 



Animals 
including 
humans 

Making puppets Mountains (formation 
tectonics) 

Hinduism -   
Holi – 
festivals 
and 
special 
places 
Navaratri 
Stories 

Animals 
including 
humans 

Collage (Andy Warhol, 
Francis Bacon) 

Mountains across Europe 
and map work 

 

Aiming high. 
Growth 
mindset.  

PE  Music  MFL  Computing  

 

Spring 1 

Science 

 National Curriculum Skills Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• Describe the simple functions of 

the basic parts of the digestive 
system in humans  

• Identify the different types of 
teeth in humans and their 
simple functions 

• asking relevant questions and 
using different types of scientific 
enquiries to answer them  

• setting up simple practical 
enquiries, comparative and fair 
tests  

• making systematic and careful 
observations and, where 
appropriate, taking accurate 
measurements using standard 
units, using a range of 
equipment 

• recording findings using simple 
scientific language, drawings, 
labelled diagrams, keys, bar 
charts, and tables  

• reporting on findings from 
enquiries, including oral and 
written explanations 

Explain how the human digestive system 
works and the function of different teeth. 

Eggs 
Drinks 
Model of teeth 

Writing Opportunity 

Written explanation of digestive system. 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
What is the digestive system? • Identify the parts of the human body that makes up the digestive system. 

Label on a diagram. 

How does the human digestive system work? • Makes notes in groups for each part of the digestive system. 

• Write an explanation text about the digestive system. 

What types of teeth do humans have? • Label and colour-code different types of teeth. 

• Describe the shape and purpose of each type of tooth. 

How are carnivores, herbivores and omnivores teeth different?  • Compare and explain the differences between the teeth of carnivores, 
herbivores and omnivores. 

How do different drinks affect the health of our teeth? • Plan investigation using egg shell and different drinks. 

• Carry out investigation and record observations (daily). 



• Make conclusions about results and compare to predictions. 

 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
  Children should understand the 

importance of eating the right food to 
keep their teeth healthy. 

 

Relevant RRSA Article Article 24: the right to nutritious food and clean water. 
 

DT 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
Use research and develop criteria to 
inform the design of innovative, 
functional, appealing products that are fit 
for purpose. 
Select from and use a wider range of 
materials and components 
Investigate and analyse a range of 
existing products  
Evaluate ideas and products against own 
design criteria and consider the views of 
others 

Consider the way the product will be 
used 
Understand designs must meet a range 
of criteria and constraints 
Combine materials for strength and to 
improve how the product looks 
Talk about what they like and dislike, 
giving reasons 
Develop their designs through their own 
reflection and the evaluation of others 

Design and make a fabric puppet by 
sewing. 

Felt 
Needles 
Thread 
Accessories 

Writing Opportunity 

Instructions 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
How do puppets work? • Explore different puppets and how they work. 

What will your puppet look like? • Design own puppet using planning sheet. 

How will you make your puppet? • Make the puppet. 

How could you improve your puppet? • Evaluate their puppets. 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
 Children should be given opportunities 

which broaden their horizons by learning 
new skills. 

  

Relevant RRSA Article Article 28/29: the right to learn and be educated.  
 

Geography 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 



• Describe and understand key 
aspects of: physical geography, 
including: mountains, volcanoes 
and earthquakes. 

• Begin to recognise geographical 
patterns Consider the future of 
some physical and human 
features, based on an 
understanding of change 

Understand the physical features of the 
earth and its structure. 

 

Writing Opportunity 

Explanation 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
What is the structure of the earth? • Discuss what they know about the structure of the earth and mountains. 

• Examine the structure of the earth and label a diagram. 

What effect do the movements of tectonic plates have? • Describe how tectonic plates move. 

• Describe the effects on the physical geography of the earth. 

How are mountains formed? • Identify the different types of mountains and how they are formed. 

• Write an explanation text. 

How are volcanoes formed? • Explain how different types of volcanoes are formed. 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
Children should have thirst for 
knowledge which allows them to 
increase their understanding of the world 
in which they live. 

   

Relevant RRSA Article Article 13: the right to be given information and to ask questions. 
 

RE 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
The calendar 

• Holi 

• Navaratri 
 
Principal beliefs 

• Texts 

• The Bhagavad Gita 

• The Mahabharata 
 
Narrative 

• The Bhagavad Gita v the story of 
the God, Krishna and the 
warrior, Arjuna 

Explore 
Pupils use their expanding religious 
vocabulary to describe and show 
understanding of sources, practices, 
beliefs, ideas and experience. They can 
describe some of the differences and 
similarities both within and between 
religions. They can talk about the impact 
of religion on people’s lives and can 
explain the meanings of some forms of 
religious expression. 
Engage 
Pupils discuss fundamental questions 
about identity and belonging, about 

Comparison of the celebrations.  Video clips 
paint 

Writing Opportunity 

Explanation of either celebration. 



• The Mahabharata - the story of 
the Pandavas and the Kauravas 

 
Artefacts and symbols 

• Mandala 

• Coloured powder 

meaning and purpose in life, about 
values and commitment. They can 
recognise the implications and 
consequences attaching to making 
choices between right and wrong. 
Reflect 
Pupils can apply their ideas about 
identity and commitment to their own 
and other people’s lives. They can say 
who and what influences and inspires 
them and can give reasons for their 
ideas. They can discuss their experience 
of living alongside people who have a 
different faith or point of view. 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
What do followers of this religion celebrate?  
What are Holi and Navarati and how are they celebrated? 

• Find out about Holi, why and how it is celebrated.  Make a story board. 

 • Find out about Navaratri, why and how it is celebrated. Write about the 3 
goddesses that are worshipped. 

 • Compare the 2 celebrations.  

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
Children should develop their knowledge 
of the world in which we live and 
important celebrations in other cultures.  

Children should become aware that 
people live differently. 

Children should learn to be thankful.  Children should understand the 
importance of celebrating together in 
different communities.  

Relevant RRSA Article 

Article 29: Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and abilities to the full. 

It must encourage the child’s respect for human rights, as well as respect for their parents, 

their own and other cultures, and the environment. 
 

 

PSE 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• To express views confidently 

and listen to and show respect 
for the views of others. 

 To hold a class debate with clear 
communication and sharing of opinions. 

 

Writing Opportunity 



n/a 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
How protected are you online? • PSE Core  1 Unit 6 Ln 3: Online Privacy – E-Protection 

How can we communicate clearly? • PSE Core 2 Unit 1 Ln 1: Clear Messages – Dot Dot Dash 

Why is it important to listen to others? • PSE Core 2 Unit 1 Ln 2: How to Listen – Listen Up! 

How can we empathise with another point of view? • PSE Core 2 Unit 1 Ln 3: Responding to Others – Agony Aunts 

How can we communicate our opinions in a group? • PSE Core 2 Unit 1 Ln 4: Expressing Opinions – It’s Debatable 

  

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
   Children should develop an  

understanding of the importance of 
community and what it means to be a 
positive member of a community on a 
local scale (in their class, school, local 
area) and on a more global scale, 
including what it means to use the 
internet safely and how their actions can 
have a lasting impact for others.   

Relevant RRSA Article Article 12: I have the right to voice my opinion and be listened to. 
 

Computing 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• Pupils should be taught to use 

technology safely, respectfully 
and responsibly; recognise 
acceptable/unacceptable 
behaviour, identify a range of 
ways to report concerns about 
content and contact.  

• Be discerning in evaluating 
digital content. 
 

• select, use and combine a 
variety of software (including 
internet services) on a range of 

• This lesson aims to help young 
people understand the concepts 
of ‘consent’ and ‘permission’ 
when they are online.  

• They will identify the different 
contexts in which they may 
need to give or receive 
permission, explore the 
consequences of doing so and 
understand the importance of 
choice and respect online. 
 

• Explain what is meant by ‘consent’ 
and ‘permission’.  

• Recognise where they may need to 
give or receive permission online. 

• Understand that choices they make 
online are important and can have 
meaning for others too. 

• Use a spreadsheet for budgeting for a 
real life situation. 

 
  
 

Safer Internet Day 2019 Age 7-11 lesson 
Plan and resources.  Saved in computing 
folder 
 • A copy of a school consent form – this 
could be for a school trip, a media 
consent form, or similar to use as 
Example 10 alongside Appendix 1 • 
Thesaurus and dictionary 
 
Purple Mash Spreadsheets 4.3  
Spreadsheets 5 Lessons. 

Writing Opportunity 



digital devices to design and 
create a range of programs, 
systems and content that 
accomplish given goals, 
including collecting, analysing, 
evaluating and presenting data 
and information. 

• Add formulae and explore 
formatting cells on a 
spreadsheet. 

• Use data inputted on a 
spreadsheet to create and 
interpret a line graph. 

• Use a spreadsheet for 
budgeting. 

 

 Could extend by introducing Excel in last 
few lessons to budget for a real life 
scenario. 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
What is permission?  
  
 

• Defining what is meant by ‘permission’ through exploring online examples 
and creating a definition. Personal Post-its Introducing the idea of sharing 
things about ourselves without knowing what will happen to this 
information. 
(Detailed plans for these activities can be found in Safer Internet Day 2019 
Age 7-11 lesson Plan and resources.  Saved in computing folder.) 

How do we enter numbers? • To explore how the numbers entered into cells can be set to either currency, 
decimal or fraction.  

• To explore the use of the display of decimal places.  

• To find out how to add formulae to a cell.  

How can tools be combined? • To explore how tools can be combined to use 2Calculate to make number 
games.  

• To explore the use of the timer, random number and spin button tools.  

How can we make graphs? • To use the line graphing tool in 2Calculate with appropriate data.  

• To interpret a line graph to estimate values between data readings.  

How can we use currency? • To use the currency formatting tool in 2Calculate  

• To use 2Calculate to create a model of a real life situation.  

How can we use functions to teach place value? • To use the functions of allocating value to images in 2Calculate to make a 
resource to teach place value.  

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
 Children should be given opportunities 

which broaden their horizons and to see 
that there are ever-increasing 
possibilities for them on a daily basis by 
learning new skills. 

  

Relevant RRSA Article Article 28/29: I have the right to learn and go to school and be educated. 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

PE 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• Develop flexibility, strength, 

technique, control and balance 
[for example, through athletics 
and gymnastics]. 

• Move in an increasingly 
coordinated way. 

• Control take-off and landing 
when jumping. 

• Show increasing control in 
balance and agility. 

• Explain and apply basic safety 
principles in preparing for 
exercise. 

• Explain how the body reacts 
during different types of 
exercise. 

• Warm up and cool down 
appropriately. 

To perform a sequence using different 
techniques.  

 

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
How can we jump in different ways? • Warm-Up: 

Inside Out: Using the Lesson Presentation, children increase their heart rate by 
moving different body parts inside and outside a hoop in this aerobic warm-up 
activity.  
Gardening Games: Using the Lesson Presentation, children stretch their muscles 
by performing a variety of gardening moves in this stretching warm-up activity. 

• Children perform jump of their choice. Ask: How does the take-off and 
landing affect the quality of a jump? Watch clip. 

• Discuss different types of jumps. What types of jumps do you know? How do 
you adapt your take-off and landing and body shape to perform different 
jumps? 

• Watch clip of straight jump full turn. Discuss body shape and movement in 
the jump, explaining how the arms are used to create momentum for the 
turn. 



• Children to practise and perform jump. What should a successful straight 
jump full turn look like? What skills are used to perform a straight jump full 
turn successfully? 

• Repeat for: Cat leap half turn. 

How can we roll in different ways? • Warm up: body parts 

• Rolling: Recap safety and control of rolls. 

• Discuss and practice different types of rolls. 

• Show video of: Straddle forward roll. Children to practise in pairs. 

• Show video of: Backwards roll to straddle. Children to practise in pairs 

• 4 skills station. 

 • Warm up: Inside Out. 

• Vaulting:  
Recap safety.  

• Set up three stations: Rolling, jumping and vaulting. 

• Teacher -vaulting.  

• Two tables -one smaller to jump onto knees, then jump off.  
-One higher to bounce and then jump onto knees, then jump off. 

• Children to work through the different stations. 
 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
   Children should develop an  understanding of 

the importance of community and what it 
means to be a positive member of a 
community on a local scale. 

Relevant RRSA Article Article 15/30: I have the right to take part in a range of activities. 
 

MFL 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
The focus of study in modern languages 
will be on practical communication. 

• listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding 

• use familiar vocabulary 

• describe people, places, things 
and actions orally 

• Recall simple phrases  

• Use basic key vocabulary and 
build on this through listening, 
practice, trial, and error  

• Name and label articles  
  

Chn will begin to listen and use French 
classroom objects. They will discuss 
objects, adding basic colours. The chn 
will finally write about the objects. 

• Flashcards 

• Classroom items 

Writing Opportunity 

• Writing about classroom items. 
Writing numbers accurately. 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps   Activity 

Can you write a letter about the family? • Use worksheet to fill in the gaps about family.  

Can you write a letter about the family? • Children begin to write their own letter, using last week as a guide. 

What items do we use in the classroom? • Begin to introduce classroom items to children. un../une.. 



un crayon, un stylo, une gomme, un taille-crayon, une règle, une trousse, une 
calculette, un compas, un livre, un cahier, la colle, des feutres, des ciseaux. Chn to 
play matching game to match item to correct word. 

What do you have ?  
Tu as  (you have) 

• Introduce J’ai (I have). Reinforce classroom vocabulary using J’ai. Continue to 
consolidate classroom items, introduce some colours. 

Can you count classroom objects? • Counting classroom objects 

What is in my pencil case? • Bring in pencil case, discuss what is in the case. 

• Chn to construct sentences as a class and then write them. 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
Children should develop knowledge of 
how to introduce themselves in French 
and how to introduce others.  

Children are given the opportunity to 
learn another language to be able to 
communicate with others.  

Children should accept a new language 
and should show resilience when 
learning new skills. 

Children will have an understanding of 
differences within the community and 
learn that there are many different 
languages. They will begin to develop 
their French to introduce themselves and 
others. 

Relevant RRSA Article Article 30 
 

Music 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 

• Play and perform in solo and 
ensemble contexts, using their 
voices and playing musical 
instruments with increasing 
accuracy, fluency, control and 
expression 

• Compose music for a range of 
purposes 

• Use emphasis and accent to 
create effects  

• Show control through 
breathing, articulation and 
dynamic  

• Explore ways the way in 
which sounds are combined 
towards certain effects  

The children will listen and appraise rap 
music. They will compose and perform their 
own rap. 

 

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps   Activity 

What is the genre of stop? • Listen and appraise – Stop  

• Warm up games 

• Begin to learn the song 

• Perform skills learnt 

What does an effective rap need? • Listen and appraise – Gotta be me 

• Warm up games 

• Learn to sing 

• Compose – Begin to compose a rap  

Can you think of your own words to rap? 
Do you need a topic? 

• Listen and appraise – Radetsky 

• Learn to sing 

• Compose – continue with raps 

Can you rap about something important? • Listen and appraise – Can’t stop the feeling 



• Warm up 

• Sing song 

• Compose – raps 

• Sing song and add own rap 

• Perform 

Can you add your rap to the song ‘stop’? • Listen and appraise – Libertango 

• Warm up 

• Sing song 

• Composition 

• Perform skills learnt 

Can you perform your rap from memory ? • Listen and appraise – Mas que nada 

• Warm up  

• Composition 

• Final performance 

Spring 2 

Science 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• Construct and interpret a variety 

of food chains, identifying 
producers, predators and prey. 

• identifying differences, 
similarities or changes related to 
simple scientific ideas and 
processes.  

• using straightforward scientific 
evidence to answer questions or 
to support their findings. 

• recording findings using simple 
scientific language, drawings, 
labelled diagrams, keys, bar 
charts, and tables. 

To develop an understanding of food 
chains and how different factors may 
change these. 

• Animal pictures 
 

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
What do animals in different habitats eat? • Identify carnivores,  herbivores , omnivores and plants that are eaten in 

different habitats. Sort plants and animals into habitat groups. 

How do plants and animals get their food? • Discuss where food energy comes from and how it flows within a habitat. 
Discuss vocabulary associated with food chains (producer, consumer, 
primary, secondary, tertiary, predator, prey). Construct food chains using 
picture cards. 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
Chn will begin to appraise and listen to 
music from different genres. They will 
expand their musical knowledge. 

Chn will develop their understanding 
of rock music from the past.  

Chn will be able to express their opinion 
on genres of music. They will provide 
opinions and express themselves 
through singing, using instruments and 
composing. 

The chn will be able to share their 
knowledge of different genres and 
cultures with others. 

Relevant RRSA Article Article 13 



How does a food chain show the flow of food energy? • Write definitions for food chain vocabulary. 

• Draw and label food chains for different habitats. 

What factors can affect food chains? • Discuss environmental/human factors that can affect parts of food chains 
and identify the possible impact. Explain outcomes for different scenarios. 

How can food sources be protected?   • Discuss what could be done to prevent negative effects on food chains. 
Create a poster/persuasive letter/presentation. 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
Children should have thirst for 
knowledge which allows them to 
increase their understanding of the world 
in which they live and be able to adapt to 
ever-changing contexts. 

 All children should be healthy in mind 
and body in order to live happy 
successful lives as children and as they 
move into adulthood.   

 

Relevant RRSA Article  
 

 

 

Art 

 National Curriculum Skills  Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• Create sketch books to record 

their observations and use them 
to review and revisit ideas 

• Improve their mastery of art and 
design techniques, including 
drawing, painting and sculpture 
with a range of materials [for 
example, pencil, charcoal, paint, 
clay] 

• Learn about great artists, 
architects and designers in 
history. 

• Plan work carefully before 
beginning. 

• Combine different materials in 
different ways. 

• Make specific choices between 
different processes and 
materials. 

To create art pieces inspired by Matisse. • Tissue paper 

• Oil pastels  

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
How does Matisse show movement? • Talk to the about ‘The Dance’ by Matisse. Discuss how he has described 

movement through the use of simple figurative forms and has recorded the 
position of each part of the dancers’ bodies. Model how to tear pieces of 
paper to represent parts of the body. Ask children to experiment with the 
arrangement of the paper pieces to describe the ‘frozen’ position of a figure 
in motion.  



How can you overlap images using tissue paper? • Discuss the figures produced in the last session. Ask the children to develop 
their ideas by inviting them to explore the making of an image of a group of 
figures on a single background. Model the use of coloured tissue paper to 
explore overlapping figures. Encourage them to explore colour mixing by 
exploiting the translucent nature of tissue paper. 

What technique does Bacon use to distort facial images? • Discuss examples of the work of Francis Bacon that show distorted facial 
features. Ask the children to search for similar images in magazines and 
newspapers describing extreme efforts, impact or emotion. Ask the children 
to select an undistorted photograph and stick it onto a piece of paper. Model 
marking and cutting a series of straight or curved lines on the reverse side 
and reassembling the pieces to produce a distorted facial image. 

What media and techniques can be used to develop your image? • Discuss the facial images produced in the previous session and ask the 
children to suggest ways to develop their work using different media and 
techniques. Ask them to use a distorted photographic image as a starting 
point and produce an enlarged version using different materials. Work into 
the collage with drawing and painting media to adapt the image as it 
progresses. 

How is your piece successful and how could it be further developed? • Evaluate final collage. 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
 Children should be given opportunities 

which broaden their horizons and to see 
that there are ever-increasing 
possibilities for them on a daily basis but 
as they mature and become adults. 

  

Relevant RRSA Article  
 

 

Geography 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• Describe and understand key 

aspects of mountains, volcanoes 
and earthquakes. 

• Use range of mapping to locate 
countries and describe features 
studied. 

• Understand why people choose 
to live in contrasting areas. 

• Read and use the symbols on an 
OS map. 

 

To develop an understanding of where 
mountain ranges are in the world.  

• Atlases 

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 



Where can different mountain ranges be found? • Children to use maps to find where different mountain ranges are. 

• Make the link to tectonic plates and how they were formed. 

• Children to label a map of tectonic plates with different mountain ranges. 

What are the features of different mountain ranges? • Children to recap the different types of mountains and how they look 
different. 

• Children to draw and label a mountain range with correct vocabulary.  

What are the climates of mountains? • Use iPads to find weather forecasts of different mountain ranges -compare 
to weather today.  

• Compare similarities and differences between the different mountain ranges 
and the UK.  

• What are the risks of being up in a mountain? 

What are the effects of tourism in mountain ranges? • Why do people visit mountain ranges? 

• Who/what does tourism affect? 

• Match and list environmental, social and economic effects.  

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
    

Relevant RRSA Article Article 13: I have the right to ask questions and to be given information. 
 

 

PSE 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• Express views confidently and 

listen to and show respect for 
the views of others. 

 To know that everybody is different and 
will therefore have different strengths 
and goals. 

 

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
Why is it important to listen to others? • PSE Core 2 Unit 1 Ln 2: How to Listen – Listen Up! 

How can we empathise with another point of view? • PSE Core 2 Unit 1 Ln 3: Responding to Others – Agony Aunts 

How can we communicate our opinions in a group? • PSE Core 2 Unit 1 Ln 4: Expressing Opinions – It’s Debatable 

What are the different strengths people have? • PSE Core 1 Unit 4 Ln 1: Identified Strengths – I’m Good at That 

Which targets are realistic? • PSE Core 1 Unit 4 Ln 2: Identified Strengths – Future Me 

How can the steps needed to achieve a goal be broken down? • PSE Core 1 Unit 4 Ln 3: Setting Goals – That’s My Goal!  

How can you use your strengths to contribute to different groups? • PSE Core 1 Unit 4 Ln 4: Setting Goals – The Impossible Dream 



Do you know and understand the terms ‘discrimination’ and 
‘stereotype’? 
How can you challenge stereotypes relating to gender and work? 

• PSE Core 3 Unit 3 Ln 1: Gender Stereotypes – His and Hers 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
There should be a developing acceptance 
of how there are many ways to live and 
how the differences make us unique and 
important.   

Children should be given opportunities 
which broaden their horizons and to see 
that there are ever-increasing 
possibilities for them on a daily basis but 
as they mature and become adults. 

All children should be healthy in mind 
and body in order to live happy 
successful lives as children and as they 
move into adulthood.   

Children should develop an  
understanding of the importance of 
community and what it means to be a 
positive member of a community 

Relevant RRSA Article Article 12: I have the right to voice my opinion and be listened to. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

PE 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• Play competitive games, 

modified where appropriate. 

• Use running, jumping, throwing 
and catching in isolation and in 
combination. 

• Enjoy communicating, 
collaborating and competing 
with each other  

 

• Be increasingly accurate in 
throwing for distance. 

• Decide the best way to move a 
ball for different purposes and 
needs. 

• Decide on the best position in 
team games. 

• Vary skills, actions and ideas 
within simple games 

To be able to play a game of netball. • Hoops 

• Netballs 

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
How do we catch?  
How do we chest pass? 

• Warm up: Traffic light game. Children to move around area in different ways 
(skipping, walking, jogging, crawling, lunging etc). Teacher to stand at the 
side and hold up cones. RED – Children stop Orange – Children slow down 
Green – Children speed up 

• Personal challenge: How many catches can the pair make in 1 minute (record 
this for end of lesson). 

• Teacher/child demonstrates correct catching technique  



• Record personal challenge again. 

• Teacher/child demonstrates the chest pass – TP’s – W shape hands behind 
ball, Push ball out, step in to pass, hands to then point to target/partner 

• Allow pupils to practice the chest pass in their pairs, increasing the distance 
between them if the pass is too easy. 

• Progression: Two pairs join together and play piggy in the middle (3v1) – In 
order to score 3 chest passes must be made, if the piggy gets it they get a 
point, 1st to 5 points then swap piggy. 

• Record personal challenge. 

What other techniques can we use to pass? • Warm up: Split class in half – 1 half has balls and finds a space, the other half 
have to jog around the space and receive a pass, then chest pass the ball 
back to that person, then find another person – then swap children round. 

• Recap Chest pass. 

• Bounce pass: Children experiment with bounce pass –personal challenge: 
how many can they do in 1 minute? 

• Teacher then demonstrates bounce pass  

• Personal challenge. 

• Progression: Children to try bounce pass using hula-hoop in the middle.  

• Teacher demonstrates the overhead pass.  

• 2 pairs join up to make a 4. 2 pupils need 1 ball each, 1 pupil is receiver and 1 
is static defender, set out as below.  

• Game opportunity: Children play a game 3v1 (piggy in the middle).  

What are the footwork rules? • Warm up: Children travel around the area using different movements 
(skipping, jogging, lunging etc). When the whistle sounds the whistle children 
stop, whistle goes again pupils move around again. 

• Pivoting: Teacher explains to pupils what pivoting is and demonstrates how 
to do it. 

• Pupils to move around the area when they hear the whistle they stop and 
pivot to change direction 

• Progression: Split the class in half, 1 half with a ball, 1 half without, the 
children with balls find a space, the pupils without must move around the 
area, receive a pass, pivot and pass back. Swap over after a few minutes. 

• Footwork: Teacher explains the footwork rule - which you cannot move the 
foot you landed on until you’ve passed the ball, but can pivot on it. 

• Pupils then move around the area, when they hear the whistle they stop and 
then pivot on the foot they landed on 

• Progression 

• Children continue with game above, but this time the teacher is watching to 
see if any children move landed foot, if teacher chooses a child they are out 
and become judge and help spot others moving landing foot. Aim is for 
children to stop and think about which foot they are allowed to move. 

How do we defend in netball? • Warm up: Stuck in the mud – explain to children they need to think about 
how to avoid being caught 



• Dodging: In pairs 1 pupil starts on line, other pupil in the middle, the aim is 
for the pupil on the line to dodge past their partner without being touched, 
allow for 5 tries each then swap. Allow children to discuss what they did and 
if it worked, then ask children to give their answers and allow good answers 
to be demonstrated. 

• Then 2 pairs join to create groups of 4. Set up as below. Children now take it 
in turns to practice dodging in order to receive a pass from the feeder. 

• Marking: Children to work through the following with their partner, teacher 
takes children through each step – children in their pairs to have 1 try then 
swap on each step 

1. Follow partner around everywhere they go. 2. Stand straight on. 3. Stand side 
on.  4. Stand close to person with ball.  5. Stand next to partner.  6. Stand close to 
partner. 

• Allow time for pairs/4’s to discuss which method they think is best – then 
teacher to select children to give their answers and as a class decide on best 
method of marking. 

• Game play – 4v3: 2 groups of 4 to join up to create a game. 1 child from 1 of 
the team becomes referee, checking for correct footwork and keeping score 
and then swaps around. 

How do we shoot in netball? • Warm up: Children to jog, sidestep, backwards, high knees, skipping. 

• Shooting technique: Teacher explains and demonstrates the correct 
technique for shooting. 

• Allow pupils in their pairs to practice technique (not using posts) 

• Game play: Teacher to set up 2 small playing areas and allow children in their 
teams to play a game, in which 4 passes equals a goal/point. Play for a few 
minutes then stop both games and get teams to discuss how that went, then 
ask children to give answers/reasons. 

What are the different positions in netball? • Warm up: In small groups – Teacher can pick a leader – allow children to 
take own warm up. 

• In classroom before heading out – show pupils a netball court and the 
different positions; explain which position marks which position. Get children 
in to mixed ability teams of 7 and get them to decide on position. Recap 
footwork rule and shooting. 

• 1st game: A goal is scored by shooting in to posts, only GA and GS can score 
(swap positions).  

• 2nd game: A goal is scored by GS or GA placing the ball in to a hoop. 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
   Children should develop an  understanding of 

the importance of community and what it 
means to be a positive member of a 
community on a local scale. 

Relevant RRSA Article Article 15/31: I have the right to take part in a range of activities. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MFL 
 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 

The focus of study in modern languages 
will be on practical communication. 

• speak in sentences, using 
familiar vocabulary, phrases and 
basic language structures 

• speak in sentences, using 
familiar vocabulary, phrases and 
basic language structures 

• listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding. 

• Use increasingly correct 
vocabulary and terminology  

• Draw on background 
understanding of vocabulary  

• Retrieve and record information  

The chn will learn how to discuss animals, 
including their own pets. They will use 
this knowledge to carry out a survey and 
display results accurately. 

• Flashcards 

• Interactive games 

• Tally charts 

• Bar charts 
 
 
 
 
 

  Writing Opportunity 

•  

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps   Activity 

Can you identify French words? (U3) • Listen to traditional children’s stories and begin to translate basic words. 

How do you say animals in French? • Recap numbers 1-30 



• Learn names for pets in French 

What pets do you have ? Can you do a pet survey ? • Pets snap. Give child card with animal on, must find a pair and sit down. 
Then must find another pair. 

Can you create a bar chart from your survey findings ? • Pet ownership survey, put all results into tally and create bar chart. 

Can you identify multiple animals ? • Present findings in groups, discuss multiple animals. 

Can you listen to native French speakers and translate ? • Chn listen to French phone numbers and postcodes, must translate 
accurately. 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
Children should develop knowledge of 
how to introduce themselves in French 
and how to introduce others.  

Children are given the opportunity to 
learn another language to be able to 
communicate with others.  

Children should accept a new language 
and should show resilience when 
learning new skills. 

Children will have an understanding of 
differences within the community and 
learn that there are many different 
languages. They will begin to develop 
their French to introduce themselves and 
others. 

Relevant RRSA Article Article 30 
 

 

 

 

Music  

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 

• compose music for a range of 
purposes 

• play and perform in solo and 
ensemble contexts, using their 
voices and playing musical 
instruments with increasing 
accuracy, 

• Understand culture in 
composition  

• Use emphasis and accent to 
create effects  

• Recognise how musical 
elements are used by 
composers to create 
different moods and effects  

The chn will learn how to compose music 

using their voices as well as instruments. 

They will learn to follow directions to 

compose as a group. 

 

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps   Activity 

What is the genre of Lean on me? • Listen and appraise – Lean on me 

• Warm up games 

• Begin to learn the song 

• Perform skills learnt 

What is an instrumental? • Listen and appraise – He still loves me 

• Warm up games 

• Learn to sing 



• Begin to play instrumental parts.  

Can you improvise? 

 

• Listen and appraise – Shackies 

• Learn to sing 

• Improvise 

• Perform skills learnt 

Can you compose music as a group using your instruments? • Listen and appraise – Amazing Grace 

• Warm up 

• Sing song 

• Compose – different instruments at different times. 

• Perform 

Can you follow directions? • Listen and appraise – Ode to Joy 

• Warm up 

• Sing song 

• Composition – following direction. 

• Perform skills learnt 

Can you perform using voices, instruments and other sounds ? • Listen and appraise – Lean on me, Gospel choir. 

• Warm up  

• Composition 

• Final performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Growth Possibilities Health Community 
Chn will begin to appraise and listen to 
music from different genres. They will 
expand their musical knowledge and 
will understand the use of music in 
society. 

Chn will develop their understanding 
of different music genres, allowing 
them to gain their own opinion whilst 
still appreciating the opinions of their 
peers.  

Chn will be able to express their opinion 
on genres of music. They will provide 
opinions and express themselves 
through singing, using instruments and 
composing. 

The chn will be able to share their 
knowledge of different genres and 
cultures with others. 

Relevant RRSA Article Article 13 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Computing 

 National Curriculum Skills (Rainbow Continuum) Overall Subject Outcome(s) Resources 
• talk about the ways I can protect 

myself and my friends from 
harm online. I can use the safety 
features of websites as well as 
reporting concerns to an adult. I 
know that anything I post online 
can be seen by others. 

•  

• define plagiarism and describe its 
consequences.  
• explain how giving credit is a sign of 
respect for people’s work.  
• articulate when it is acceptable to use 
people’s work, and how  to write a 
citation. 

• Pupils and students learn that 
copying the work of others and 
presenting it as one’s own is 
called plagiarism. They also 
learn about when and how it's 
ok to use the work of others. 
 

• Isla tunes music Rising Stars 

Writing Opportunity 

 

Key Questions / Learning Journey Steps Activity 
When and how is it ok to use the work of others? • Whose is it Anyway Year 4 Unit 

Can you create a piece of music for a particular context and purpose? • Unit 4.3 We are musicians Step 1:Introduction 

How does sequencing software work? • Unit 4.3 We are musicians Step 2: Making a start with sequencing 

How can you choose and record appropriate music samples to use in your 
compositions? 

• Unit 4.3 We are musicians Step 3: Recording samples 

How does digital audio workstation software work? • Unit 4.3 We are musicians Step 4: Working with samples 

Can you bring together work from previous steps to create your final 
composition? 

• Unit 4.3 We are musicians Step 5: Reviewing our work 

 



Growth Possibilities Health Community 
 Children should be given opportunities 

which broaden their horizons and to see 
that there are ever-increasing 
possibilities for them on a daily basis but 
as they mature and become adults. 

They should also have the understanding 
and skills to keep themselves and others 
safe from harm in the real world and 
online. 

 

Relevant RRSA Article  
  



Stronger Together 
 

   

“The whole is greater than the sum 

of its parts.” 

Aristotle – Ancient Greek 

Philosopher/Scientist 

 

By ourselves we can do well but 

when we work together we can be 

even better! 


